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**As seen on MPTV! With a concentrate on vegetables and protein-rich legumes, the dishes include soups,
curry sauces, crunchy salads, and a host of vegetarian specialties that are not only low-calorie and low-fat,
but packed with nutrients, fiber and taste. Each recipe is written in a step-by-step format that means it is easy
for visitors to create authentic Indian dishes in the home.** This cookbook contains the recipes presented on
the initial three periods of Alamelu Vairavan's well-known MPTV/PBS cooking food series "Healthful
Indian Flavors with Alamelu," along with favorites from her previously-released cookbooks, Healthy South
Indian Food preparation and Indian-Inspired Gluten Free Cooking. Longtime followers and Indian cooking
novices alike will enjoy this collection of more than 120 easy-to-follow, flavorful recipes--each with a color
picture.
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Delicious Indian Cooking food Made Easy! This cookbook is a good place to start understanding how to
cook Indian food. I've produced a few Indian meals before, however the cookbook I got for years was a little
intimidating & had a lot of things that are difficult to find where I live (plus it didn't make use of onions at
all). This book simplifies things nicely. Love easy dishes with pictures in order that I have a concept what
mine should appear to be. I made my 1st 2 recipes from this book tonight & Nearly every solitary entree
starts in this manner, and then you just throw in the special ingredient for that recipe. Highly recommmend!
I was told to increase my fiber intake due to a medical condition, so I knew Indian food preparation would
do this.. And if you are not used to Indian cuisine and your intent is to 'dabble' in it, however, not to go
overboard or be overwhelmed, this will fulfill that need. I love Indian food & I plan to make use of this
cookbook several times a week! Hubby was in heaven! For me, I like all of the side dishes in this more than
the main meals. Saw her present in television randomly and tried one of the dishes in it and I was looking up
her episodes to try even more and decided the book would be soo much less difficult. I really like Alamelu's
display, and I was really looking forward to her book. I recommend the black bean cutlets!She's also
enthusiastic about using pre-made tomato sauce.I've made a number of so far, one with mushrooms and one
with chopped apples and chick peas, etc.. Produced a few veggie sides as well. I'm very pleased I did. I like
the veggie section as well, lots of green beans, asparagus, carrots, cauliflower, etc... I had to get some brand-
new spices but I am happy to do that. I have greater than a half dozen other books on this cuisine, but each
publication offers something in it one can find useful., I made a seafood recipe tonight), and desserts. I've
never been very fond of Indian desserts, I have to admit; but there are some in here in case you are. Simple
for newbies, mains, side dishes, and more I enjoy watching Alamelu on Television, I especially want her
rice and veggie dishes. There are protein quality recipes (chicken, lamb, fish, shellfish, etc. Five Stars easy
to check out and really like the fact her recepes are easy Easy homestyle Indian cooking Good homestyle
quality recipes that are easy to make. Disappointing. Very happy I found this make and cookbook!
Repetitive recipes that lack detail. All in all, a good, simple book on Indian cuisine, for vegetarians and
meats eaters alike. This reserve has those recipes and more. In any other case, it's a wash. they were
great.Furthermore, the instructions do not have a lot of detail. Things like "cook the onions, after that.
Delicious and easy!." But how to prepare the onions? How long? What should they look like?. This book is
FABULOUS. I cannot recommend it enough to anyone who loves to eat Indian meals. I remembered
viewing Alamelu's cooking present on PBS, so I decided to search for one of her cookbooks. Why??? She's
supposed to be about clean, healthy cooking, and a great deal of her dishes list prepared tomato sauce out of
a can.If you are an absolute beginner to building Indian food, then this may be a decent way to ease yourself
into something extremely new.Unfortunately, way too many dishes are nearly identical: everything starts
with curry leaves, mustard seeds, urad dal, onions, and tomatoes. The cooking methods are attractive to me,
and nothing is very complicated. :( Healthful Indian Flavors, Alamelu Vairavan I am having so very much
fun with this reserve. The photos are therefore beautiful and the dishes are well explained and simple enough
to make.and there is no reason why you can't 'swap out' one veggie for another. I definitely recommend this
book. Delicious and easy!. Most ingredients are easy to come across.I'm sad--I really like Alamelu's show.
Cooking present.. Alamelu understands her stuff!. THIS BOOK IS A KEEPER! The lemon rice goes great
with fish. Almost forgot, Each and every recipe has a picture to illustrate it, I appreciate that as well.
Wonderful recipes Clear instructions, delicious dishes. Desire to cancel. In the event that you make plain
rice for your everyday foods, you may use any one of the recipes in place of that bc the quality recipes are
really simple, like rice pilaf, Indian style, with assorted spices and additional items put into the rice,
rendering it a far more interesting rice side dish for any meal, whether it's chops, steaks, chicken, seafood,
etc.. Fits up with a lot of her PBS. I have tried several recipes from it and have not found one which is not
top notch! Want to cancel order Didn't want. Error in order. I also tune in to her present to watch her make
most of her delicious creations. Pictures are re-assuring that I did so it right! I am choosing 4 stars as I have



not made everything however. Love Indian food dishes since becoming there as a guest. I still acquired to
order serveral elements from Amazon because I live in a small town with hardly any Indian citizens,
however I'll need to drive about 45 miles (each way) for an excellent Indian grocery for a few things I still
need. It really is top notch.
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